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This article is devoted to the development of a profile of the 
volunteer American soldier, a characterization of some of his prevalent 
attitudes and a projection of those attitudes into combat behavior. The 
latter is virtually an impossible task, for combat behavior can only truly 
be measured in a cor.ibat envirorr.ent. As a framework for determining the 
attitude of the volunteer soldier a conceptual model was developed which 
characterised the external variables most likely to influence the soldier's 
attitude and behavior. The variables used are leadership, training, 
discipline, group relationships, ideology and social "hiOuence.  Data 
sources were literature research, current empirical data from several 
Department, of the Army sources and a survey administered to 400 junior 
enlisted soldiers in four combat" units; airborne infantry, infantry, 
ranger and tank battalions. Assessment ol the data indicates that the 
volunteer soldier will fight as well as or better than the draftee; how- 
ever, just hoi; much better is difficult to project. Not being complacent 
with thie: hypothesis, variables wore sought wherein the attitude of the 
voTunLeer soldier could be improved. These vere in the areas of leader- 
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—PREFACE— 

The research for this article began as a project to satisfy 
two academic requirements: an Individual Research Project for the 
U.S. Army War College and a Master's Paper for The Pennsylvania 
State University. During the course of my initial research, my 
adviso, at the Army War College, Colonel Mike Malono» asked Dr. 
Charles C. Moskos, Jr., Professor and Chairman of the Sociology 
Department of Northwestern University, to assist him in advising 
me on my research. Dr. Moskos, an eminent military sociologist, 
readily agreed. 

During the period of ray secondary research, Dr. Moskos was 
also teaching an elective course at the War College titled "The 
American Soldier," a truly outstanding course and the finest in- 
depth behavioral analysis of today's soldier available anywhere. 
"For reasons I'll never << illy understand, Dr. Moskos suggested then 
that we go together and attempt to co-author two articles on the 
volunteer soldier. This proposal was agreed upon by both the War 
College and Penn State as a suitable vehicle to meet their academic 
requirements. 

Part of the research design called for a field survey of 
volunteer soldier« in combat units, and both Dr. Moskos and myself 
planned to travel to four units to administer a questionnaire and 
conduct open-ended interviews. My travel was to be financed with 
government funds from the Army War College and Dr. Moskos planned 
to use funds from a research grant at Northwestern, sponsored by 
the U.S. Army Research Institute for the Behavioral and Social Sciences 
(ARI). In January 1975 a moratorium was placed on all student travel 
at Carlisle Barracks, In order to circumvent this problem, Dr. Moskos 
suggested that 1 apply for a research grant from the Army Research 
Institute. I submitted a proposal to ARI, which was rapidly approved 
so that the field study could commence on time. Thus, Dr. Moskos and 
I were able to complete the field study which yielded a wealth of 
information on the volunteer soldier that was not available from 
other sources. 

Readers of this paper will note that the article limits the 
findings and discussion to only the results of our survey, while 
several footnotes and append lex* provide supporting data from two 
other surveys; one from the Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff for 
Personnel, Department of the Army, and the other from the Army Research 
Institute. The writing war. done in this manner to keep the size of 
the article down to less than five thousand words, as it is anticipated 
that the footnotes and appendices will not be published. 

Since this research and resulting articles are a joint venture 
a word is necestwiry about who has done what. The secondary research, 
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questionnaire, and data analysis was done mostly by me at Carlisle 
Barracks, using the excellent library and computer facilities 
available. I also made two trips to Northwestern to consult with 
Dr. Hoskos; one to finalize the questionnaire, and the second to go 
over the first draft of this paper and lay the groundwork for the 
second paper. I have essentially prepared this paper alone. Lr. 
Moskos has acted as my advisor and editor (and a fine one he is). 
He will be the prime author for the second paper and I will assist 
mainly in the data analysis, much of which had to be completed prior 
to preparation of this paper. 

Our goal is to publish this :>aper, the first article, in 
Military Review. The second paper is to be presented to the "Inter- 
University Seminar on the Armed Forces and Society'1 in October at 
the University of Chicago; and if it's accepted well, try and publish 
it in a new quarterly journal, Armed Forces and Society. 

Though it may not be proper, I am compelled to dedicate my 
efforts in this research to Ronald Kines, Lt. U.S. Army, who was 
killed in Vietnam in April 1964, over ten years ago (see Life, 
June 12, 1964, p. 40). Ronnie was my "hooch-mate," and the finest 
soldier and fellow human I've ever known. 'His inspiration has 
remained fresh with me throughout the years. Though a great loss 
personally to me and all who knew him, his death was not in vain; 
for he, like so many others, knew that what he was-doing was good 
and right, That is what has to separate our profession from others. 

C.W.B. 
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—DISCLAIMER— 

The opinions expressed in this article are those of the 
authors and do not necessarily represent those of  the Army or 
the personnel and organizations that assisted the authors. The 
conclusions presented are based on a preliminary analysis of four 
of many combat units in the Army, and while we feel they are valid 
we also recognize and hope that more extensive research will be 
conducted on the attitude of the volunteer soldier toward combat. 
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THE AMERICAN VOLUNTEER SOLDIER: WILL HE FIGHT? 

—A PROVISIONAL ATTITUDINAL ANALYSIS- 

COL Charles W. Brown, U.S. Army, and Dr. Charles C. Moskos, Jr., 
Northwestern University 

—INTRODUCTION-- 

"Brandy is for Heroes" 

—Ernest Hemmingway 

Over two years have elapsed since the last draftee entered 

the military and the United States Army began its conversion to an 

all-volunteer force. Today the Army is composed entirely of 

volunteers.  This conversion has been assessed and facilitated by 

a variety of pilot projects, studies, and surveys.  But virtually 

nothing has been done to answer the most important question of all— 

will the new volunteer soldier perform well in combat. 

The purpose of this article is to present an attitudinal 

profile of the volunteer soldier in combat units and to try to 

project these attitudes into some hind of understanding of possible 

combat behavior. We stress, however, that inferring combat behavior 

from attitudinal Items is an impossible task.  For it is only in the 

immediate circumstances of actua] ground warfare that, the behavior 

of combat soldiers can be truly assessed.  But short of such circum- 

stances, there are partial indicators which can give researchers and 
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Army leaders some ideas as to what the volunteer soldier's motivation 

2 
and performance might possibly be. 

As formidable as predictions of combat behavior are, at least 

until the end of the draft in 1973 the U.S. Army could base expecta- 

tions on the experiences of a generation-long reliance on the 

conscription system. But today precious little is known about the 

attitudes of the new volunteer soldier toward possible combat involve- 

ment. How much did the turbulent social unrest of the latter years 

of the Vietnam War affect the values of the contemporary soldier? 

What is the interaction between societal values and the commitment of 

young soldiers to military goals? What does the volunteer soldier 

think about participation in possible future conflicts? To even 

pose these questions suggests how elusive—but important—are the 

answers. We propose that some limited understanding of these issues 

can be gained by the presentation and interpretation of data we have 

collected from an in-depth survey of volunteer junior enlisted 

combat soldiers. 

—THEORIES ABOUT COMMT BEHAVIOR— 

AN HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE 

It would take us far afield to give a detailed account of 

theories of combat motivation. But if we are to examine the attitudes 

of the volunteer soldier toward combat, we must first refer to some 

of the more well known previous writings on the subject. Prior to 

World War 11, Aidant Du Piccjs Bat tie S tudjU'S—**'hich front ally intro- 

duced the notion of soldier morale—had the widest influence over the 

2 
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development of military theory and speculation about combat behavior. 

Arising out of World War II, two landmark studies appeared which 

empirically examined American combat behavior in that war. One was 

S.L.A. Marshall's Men Against Fire based upon data collected in after- 

battle interviews. The other was the four volume series entitled 

The American Soldier which relied upon large survey samples which 

were analyzed by the sociologist Samuel A. Stouffer and his colleagues. 

Du Picq was the "French S.L.A. Marshall of his day." He 

felt that the leadership of the French Army in the 1860's was out-of- 

date, and through his study of history and the analysis of questionnaires 

administered to fellow officers he tried to "identify the human reaction" 

3 
of soldiers in combat. 

The studies of Stouffer and other sociologists (and Marshall 

implicitly) strongly emphasized the role of face-to-face or "primary" 

groups, and explained the motivation of the individual combat soldier 

as a function of his solidarity and social intimacy with fellow 

soldiers at small group levels. Correspondingly, the World War II 

combat studies deemphasized the value systems of soldiers, and, to a 

lesser extent, formal organizational factors as well.  In its more 

extreme formulation, combat primary relationships were viewed as so 

intense that they overrode not only preexisting civilian values and 

formal military goals, but even the individual's own sense of Beli- 

ze 
concern. * 

Somewhat surprisingly, there have been only a handful of 

studies published about the American soldier's combat behavior since 

World War 11..  Roger W. Little's participant observations of combat 
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troops in the Korean War revealed that the basic unit of cohesion 

was a two-man or "buddy" relationship instead of the form of World 

War II which followed squad or platoon boundaries. Although Little's 

conclusions were within the framework of the primary-group explanation, 

his study also noted the salience of organizational factors such as 

Army personnel policies and differences between echelons. 

During the Vietnam War, Charles Moskos gathered data on 

combat motivation based on his stays with combat units in 1965 and 1967. 

Among other findings, Moskos stressed the overriding importance of 

the rotation system as a determinant of combat motivation and the 

corresponding likelihood for soldiers to see the war in very private 

and individualistic terms. Moreover, Moskos introduced the concept 

of "latent ideology" and argued an understanding of the combat soldier's 

motivation required a simultaneous appreciation of both the role of 

small groups and the underlying value commitments of combat soldiers. 

Moskos concluded that primary groups maintain the soldier in his 

combat role only when he has an underlying commitment, if not to the 

specific purpose of the war, then at least to the worth of the larger 

system for which he is fighting. 

A CONCEPTUAL MODEL 

Drawing upon the above hypotheses as well as the literature 

on Army leadership and training, we present in Figure 1 a heuristic 

model of combat behavior.  The relevant variables include external 

factors of both an organizational (e.g. discipline, leadership, train- 

ing, and personnel policies) and environmental (e.g. societal influences, 
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small group relationships, and the combat situation) nature. These 

factors impinge on a core value system of the individual soldier which 

include subjective perceptions of the external factors and cognition 

of the soldierly role.  In concert all these factors determine combat 

attitude and motivation which in turn is directly related to eventual 

combat behavior. 

/Figure 1 Here/8 

We are not so brash as to assign weights to these variables, 

nor even to reify their discrete imporranee. We are fully aware that 

life—and especially the life and death of combat—are too complex to 

be captured in any schematic model.  But we do hold that attitudinal 

items measuring these variables can suggest relevant considerations 

in trying to evaluate the propensity of the volunteer soldier to 

exert himself in combat. 

—COLLECTION OF DATA—• 

To gather data on the volunteer soldier's attitude and moti- 

vation toward combat, a questionnaire was constructed which tapped 

the items covered in the schematic model presentee* in Figure 1. 

The focus of the study was on junior enlisted personnel who had direct 

o 
combat responsibilities.  For reasons of manageability and economy, 

the sample was projected at a total of A00 volunteer soldiers, Four 

combat units were selected with fhe objective of getting about 100 

soldiers from each unit Lo complete the questionnaire.  The units 

selected were an infantry battalion, a tank battalion, an airborne 
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infantry battalion, and a ranger battalion.  In selecting these units 

there was a presumption that there might be a contrast between the 

normal volunteer units—the infantry and tank battalions—and the 

more elite units—the airborne and ranger battalions. ° All the 

units selected were stationer in the southeastern part of the United 

States.  All the units were surveyed in April, 1975. 

Even though all the units had busy schedules, the commanders 

were very interested in our research effort and gave us the utmost 

cooperation.  In preparation for our visit, we requested that the 

selection of the sample of soldiers to be surveyed be as nearly 

representative as : jsible of the total unit. We feel confident 

that the soldiers who were administered the questionnaire were indeed 

representative of the volunteer soldier in the surveyed combat units. 

Thus, for example, comparison of the racial distribution of the unit 

with the soldiers actually surveyed showed no marked discrepancies. 

All told, 358 questionnaires were found to be usable. 

The mechanics of the administration of the questionnaire were 

that each item was read aloud.  If required, clarification was given 

as to the intended waning of the item.  In Army parlance, the 

questionnaire was administered "by the numbers." Additionally, follow- 

ing the completion of the qiiesiicn^iire proper, small numbers of 

soldiers—u.mally a dor.cn or Joss—took part in a give-and-take 

interview session with the researchers. 
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—A PROFILE OF THE SAMPLE— 

*AGE AND RANK 

The average age of our sample was between 20 and 21 years. 

Within our groups, the elitist units were slightly younger than the 

others.  Comparison of age to race and education indicated no signifi- 

cant relationship, except that 20 year olds were slightly higher 

educated than the others. 

There were only slight differences in rank distribution among 

the units we surveyed and these can be correlated with age, which 

13 
would also relate to the time in service of the individual.   The 

tank battalion had an unusually high distribution (62 percent) of 

E4*s in comparison to the other units (30-35 percent), however, this 

was offset by a proportionately lower percentage of E3fs. 

**RACE AND REGION 

The racial distribution between the units surveyed varied. 

The infantry and tank battalion samples were over 50 percent black 

and about 4 to 5 percent other minorities.  The two elitist units 

had a higher representation of whites. The airborne battalion sample 

had 22 percent blacks and 15 percent other minorities, while the 

ranger battalion sample had 9 percent black and 7 percent other 

minorities. 

This high percentage of minorities—uuiinly blacks—in the 

infantry and tank battalions is explained by the fact that they were 

*Soe Appendix A. 
**Scc Append ir: ii. 
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recruited locally. Seventy-one percent of the sample personnel 

from these units came from the southern states, whereas only 35 

percent of the sample from the elitist units came from the south. 

Slightly over half of the soldiers in our survey had spent 

most of their lives in small communities, ranging from farms to 

small cities, while slightly over one third came from suburbia or 

large cities. This is not representative of the distribution of 

society in general,  but it can be explained by the previously 

mentioned fact that two of the units were recruited in the south and 

many of the blacks in those units (63 percent) came from rural 

communities. • 

»EDUCATION 

Analysis of the education variable reveals some interesting 

facts. Overall, the volunteer soldiers in our survey are slightly 

better educated than junior enlisted soldiers Army-wide,  i.e., 

23 percent versus 25 percent who ..ad not completed high school, 

respectively—which includes GED credit for the Array-wide group but 

not our group. The elitist units were the most highly educated. 

Only 16 percent of the elitists had not completed high school and 

almost one fourth of the rangers had attended or completed college. 

Interestingly, in our survey there was no relationship between race 

and education, in fact the same amount of blacks percentage-wise had 

completed high school na  whites, which is highly significant consider- 

ing the ar»a of recruitment. 

*See Appendix C, 
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—ATTITUDES TOWARD ARMY LIFE-- 

ENLISTMENT INFLUENCES 

In considering just what motivates an individual to volunteer 

for the Array, it must be assumed that more than one single factor 

will influence his decision. Based on this assumption, our question- 

naire listed eight factors and asked the respondents to rank each 

of them independently on a scale of importance. The highest motiva- 

tors were—"learning a skill or getting an education," which ranked 

first (73 percent), followed by a chance to "serve my country" (70 

percent) and a chance to "travel and get away from home" (64 percent). 

The combat arms bonus did not rank as high an  expected (49 

percent), nor did civilian unemplcymcc (46 percent) except for some 

of the minorities; however, this may be misleading as these soldiers 

entered the service before the current recession. Least important 

was the influence of joining with a friend, followed by a military 

career, and family influence. 

PREFERRED LOCATION OF ASSIGNMENT 

Less than one fourth of the soldiers prefer their current 

station of assignment; however, this is not surprising since the 

best place is always the one a soldier just left or is going to. 

Most of them (78 percent) wanted to be closer to their ho.ae town or 

somewhere elio  in tin- United Slates (43 percent). However, few of 

them v.Te interested Ju going to Korea (27 percent) and even fewer 

were interested in Germany (7.2 percent). Comments during the 
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interviews indicated that thi« adversity to overseas duty was based 

on rumors about poor living conditions and status, or the lack of 

mobility, boredom and poor morale in units. 

SATISFACTION WITH THE ARMY 

Our survey revealed that half of the soldiers liked Army 

life and slightly over one third disliked it, while the remainder 

(13 percent) were undecided. The infantry battalion sample disliked 

the Army the most (42 percent) followed by the tank and airborne 

battalions in that order at between 36 and 37 percent, while only 

18 
27 percent of the rangers dioliked the Army.   Education-wise in 

our study there was no significant difference between the feelings 

of high school graduates abouf the Army and those that hadn't finished 

high school. This repres rtfi a change in attitude from the days of 

the draftee, -hen it was found that the non-high school graduate 

draftees liked Army life slightly better than high school graduate 

19 
draftees. 

The majority of the soldiers in our survey felt that their 

squad and platoon leaders depended too much upon "threats or harrass- 

20 
ir nt tn get things done" (Table 1).   This feeling was most prevalent 

in the infantry and tunk battalions (64-70 percent) and to a lesser 

degree in the elitist units (45-50 percent). This data supports the 

postulation that men are persuaded to fight» not coerced.** 

/Table 1 Ilerc7 

As shown in Table 1, when asked if the best friends they had 

ever made had been since they joined the Army, the responses were quite 

10 
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Table I. Volunteer Soldlere9 Attitude« Toward 

Army Life 

&ea 

"leader« depend 
too much on 
hairae«ment" 

Strongly Strongly 
Agree   Agree   Undecided    Plea farce   Disagree    (to*) 

34.4       23.7 9.2 20.7 12.0      (358) 

"beet friend« In        12.9       17.6 19.0 
Amy« 

31.1 19.3      (357) 

H«tiould have 
volunteer Army" 

39.3       28.4 14.9 9.6 7.9      (356) 

0CL- 
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divergent. Among the units the rangers response was the lowest, 

with only 9 percent agreeing strongly, 14 percent agreeing, and 

23 percent undecided. 

When asked if the U.S. should have a volunteer Army rather 

than the draft, two thirds of the soldiers agreed (Table 1).  The 

agreement among the units were practically identical, but the 

disagreement ran slightly higher in the infantry and tank battalions 

(18 percent). 

—SOCIAL ATTITUDES— 

ARMY TRADITIONS 

With the end of the draft it was anticipated that so too 

would end the issue of hair length among soldiers, hecause surely 

the volunteer soldier who enters the Army would knov: that the Army's 

policy on haircuts is not the same as civilian life.   Our survey 

asked the soldiers two questions about the hair issue. Based on 

the response to one of the questions, shown in Table 2, and the 

other one, which a;.ked if there were no haircut regulations,how long 

their hair would be?, the hair issue is still with us. In response 

to the latter question 79 percent of the soldiers stated that they 

would wf-nr their hair longer. Unit-visa the rangers were more conser- 

vative than the others in response to both questions. It was also 

found that soldiers who had attend*'! college tended to bo slightly 

more conservative. 

When naked it "the ,.nny should try to maintain as many 

traditions as it tan which wafce U diflereut from civilian life'* 

1) 
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(Table 2), our sample group was about evenly split between agreement 

and disagreement—with a rather high degree (18 percent) undecided. 

7.he split was fairly even among the units except the rangers which 

were 58 percent in agreement with the question. 

/Table 2 Here/ 

AMERICAN SOCIETY 

In order to assess the volunteer soldier's attitude toward 

the society froia which he stems we asked our sample how they felt 

about liberal attitudes and permissiveness in our society. As shown 

in ^ble 2» the responses to this question were diffused with a very 

high degree of uncertainty. To test their ideology, we asked if 

they thought the U.S. was still "the best country in the world" 

(Table 2). The agreement among the elitist troops was slightly above 

average (84 percent), while the othsr two units were slightly below 

23 
average (74 percent).   It should be pointed out that the term 

"ideology" among young soldiers does not encompass patriotic slogans 

such as "duty-honor-country" or "defending democracy"—rather, it 

is latent in nature and embraces materialistic values, "manly honor" 

and "life back home," and even the superiority of "the American way 

of life."2'* 

Our survey also questioned the volunteer soldiers on the 

need to hnve the best trained and equipped Armed Forces in the wot Id. 

The response (Table 2) in favor war. over 80 percent, with the majority 

strongly n&reoing. Once again the highest response c;nne from the 

ranßcrs, with 88 percent agreeing. 

12 
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Table 2« Volunteer Soldiers* Social Attitudes (percentages) 

Item 
Strongly Strongly 

Agree     Agree   undecided    Disagree    Disagree    (N-) 

••relax Army 61.2 13.7 6.7 
haircut standards*' 

12.0 6.4      (358) 

-Army should ^.3 23.9 18.0 
maintain traditions" 

22.8    18.9  (355) 

"American people  i2.7   32.2   34.7 
too permissive" 

12.4 7.9      (354) 

••America best 
country'* 

54.1 25.8 14.3 2.8 3.1      (357) 

•♦America h&v* 52,0 30.1 8.7 
best military" 

7.3 2.0      (356) 

/JCL 
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During our interviews, when the volunteer soldiers were asked 

about communism the definitions ranged from moderately cognitive to 

downright poor. During the course of these discussions we stumbled 

onto an interesting point. The volunteer soldier has little conception 

of why the U.S. has forces in Europe and the Pacific. Also, when it 

was explained to them that Russia and the ieoples Republic of China 

are not really opposed to the U.S. having fcrces there and why, they 

became intensely interested and one soldier commented, "Why the hell 

hasn't anyone ever told us that." 

—ATTITUDES TOWARD COMBAT— 

* 

TRUST OF AND RESPECT FOR FELLOW SOLOIERS 

More than any other one variable the relationship of the 

individual to his group in combat seems to exert the most influence 

in terms of combat effectiveness.26 Unfortunately though, it is 

also the hardest to measure short of the soldier experiencing actual 

combat, for "an individual's survival is directly related to the 

support—moral, physical, and technical—he can expect from his 

27 
fellow soldiers."   Realizing this, it becomes extremely difficult 

to project the cohesion and role relationships of soldiers from a 

peace-time environment into combat. 

Our survey asked two questions about what individuals thought 

of their peers in a combat role (Table 3)- The first one, concerning 

"respect" for a fellow soldier who tried to get out of combat, brought 

similar opinions with rather high degree of undecidedness. Of those 

disagreeing the elitist: units were the highest (49 percent). 

13 
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/Table 3 Here/ 

When asked if they would "trust" the members of their unit 

in combat (Table 3), the responses were much more divergent, with 

only 19 percent of the normal (tank and infantry) units agreeing 

and 71 percent of the elitists agreeing.   There was also a higher 

degree of uncertainty ("undecided") among the normal units. In 

comparing those in the units that "strongly agreed" versus "agreed," 

the rangers stood out with 45 percent strongly agreeing. 

UNIT COMBAT LEADERSHIP 

When asked in our survey about serving with the officers 

and NCO's in their unit in combat (Table 4), the elitist units 

had more confidence in their leaders than the others.29 

/Table 4 Here"/ 

When asked about their overall perception of the combat 

performance of officers and NCO's in the Army, based upon what 

they bad seen or heard since they joined the Army, three-quarters 

thought that officers would perform "good" or "very good" and 

almost: 90 percent felt the NCO's would do the same. Overall the 

senior NCO's faired the best in the soldiers' evaluation. 

In garrison, or when not directly engaged in a combat role, 

historically the junior enlisted man lias always had a lower percep- 

tion of his unit leaders than when they experience the solidarity 

of combat.3Ü Accepting this theory, then the unit leader situation 

found in our survey is probably noi serious. This theory is further 

supported indirectly by the fart that 84 percent of the soldiers 

14 
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Table 3. Volunteer Soldiers* Trust end Respect 

of Fellow Soldiers 

Item 
Strongly Strongly 

Agree     Agree    undecided    Disagree    Disagree    (N») 

••respect combat        17,1 16.6 22.8 
shirkerH 

16.3 27.2      (336) 

••trust fellow 
soldiers In 
combat** 

16.8 28.2 23.2 14.8 17.0      (358) 

H* u. 
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Table A. Volunteer Soldiers* Perceptions of 

Unit Leaders in Combat 

}    i 

•'Would Want to 
Serve Under in 
Combat» .. . ." 

Officers 

Noncems 

£IL  £25^ About Half Few None (fcQ 
•^ ■ ■■■■■"!  ii      I         ..«,•»»■« ■■!!■>' imniii   mi in «fti           rfn 

6*2        20,8              12.1 34.4 26,5 (355) 

5.3        34.8              16.0 34.8 9.0 (356) 

I4t 
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in our survey stated that in combat they "must follow orders'1 and 

85 percent believed that they "must carry out (their) mission." 

READINESS TO PARTICIPATE TN COMBAT 

A good portion of our survey dealt with trying to determine 

the volunteer soldier's attitude toward a variety of stress situa- 

tions ranging from general war, limited war, domestic disturbances, 

to disaster relief.  The responses to those situations involving 

combat with a hostile force are shown at Table 5. 

/Table 5 Here/ 

Using two recent national polls, the volunteer soldier's 

attitude in our survey was compared to the public's attitude in 

those situations where a comparison could be attained.  It was 

found that in these situations the attitude of the volunteer soldier 

toward the U.S. involvement in a war is not readily mirror that of 

the general public.  For example, recently a Harris Poll in a nation- 

wide survey revealed that barely one-third of the public surveyed were 

in favor of sending U..S. troops into the middle east if Israel was 

31 
being defeat cd,  and a recent California Poll where "almost half" 

of those sampled did not want U.S. troop." fighting in Israel and 

only one-fourth supported U.S. troops fighting in Korea.32 When 

given the same scenarios, alr.ost throe-lourths of the troops in 

our survey indicated they would "volunteer" or "go if ordered." 

This is a] so rustained by the fact that almost the same amount 

responded positively toward two opposing situations—a war the 

U.S. peopli- supported and one rimy didn't (see Table 5).  In all 
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the situations depicted in Table 5 the elitist units, led by the 

rangers, responded the most positively. 

Our survey also asked the soldiers what people they 

preferred to fight alongside; men from their "high school" or 

"home area," their "own race," men of "all races and from all 

regions," or their "present unit—as is." The elitist units 

preferred to fight with their own unit (60 percent) while the 

others tended toward preferring to fight with men from their 

home town (49 percent). However, who they fought with didnft 

seem too important to any unit except the rangers. 

In order to determine our sample's, evaluation of their own 

reactions to combat we asked them—"Suppose the Army needed people 

to go into combat. What would you do?" In response 79 percent 

stated that they would "volunteer to go" or "go if ordered," and 

the remainder said they would "try to get out of it" or "refuse 

to go." Unit-wise the elite units scored the highest, with 90 

percent responding positively, while the norma] units scored 

69 percent. ■* 

—KORMAL-VS-BLITE COMBAT UNITS: A SUMMARY OF 

SIMILARITIES AND DIFFERENCES— 

In comparing the normal units we surveyed, the ininntry 

and tank battalions, to the elite units, the airborne and ranger 

battalions, there were basic similarities and differences found 

between the two groups. 
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Table 5. Volunteer Soldiers* Readiness to 

Participate In Combat 

"Army Needed You 
Go Into Combat" 

Definitely   Go If   Try to   Probably 
Merger   Ordered   Avc Id    Refuse   (t>) 

34.2 45.2 13.6 7.1    (354) 

"Invasion of 
U.S.A." 

65.3 24.9 7.1 2.8   (354) 

"Invasion of Western  31,7 
Europe-Germany" 

44.5    17.6 6.2    (353) 

"Invasion of Far     27.6 
East-Korea" 

48.3 17.0 7.1 (352) 

"Invasion of Middle        31.9 
East-Israel" 

42.5 17.4 8.3 (351) 

"Overseas War 36.4 
Americans Support" 

44.0 12.2 7.4 (352) 

"Overseas War 23.3 
Opposition at Home" 

46.9 21.3 8,5 (352) 

jit a 
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Profile-wise we found that the units were similar demographi- 

cally except for differences in the black ind white race distribution 

and area of origin. However, as mentioned previously, these differ- 

ences can be attributed to the area of recruitment between the two 

groups. 

Attitudes toward the Army in general were also similar within 

some of the eight enlistment influence variables, assignment prefer- 

ences, and satisfaction with Army social life. Differences noted in 

enlistment influence variables were—getting away from home, where 

the elitists were more influenced—and difficulty in getting a 

decent civilian job, which influenced the normal group significantly 

more than L ~ elite group. Similarities were also found in attitudes 

toward military discipline, except that the normal group indicated 

that their leaders were relying too much on coersion to get a job 

done. 

Analysis of social attitudes toward the Army in relation to 

American society revealed similarities in attitudes toward ideologi- 

cal and political variables such as America still being the best 

country in the world, the need for a strong armed forces, and a 

volunteer Army versus the draft. The main difference in social 

altitude? v?ac found in the issue of hair length in the Army, wherein 

the elite units were found to be slightly more conservative about 

longer hair. 

Analysis of attitudes toward combat r.ituarions revealed 

that all the units were similarly willing to follow orders and 

accomplish their mission, but tho normal group*« perception of the 
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performance of their unit leaders and peers in combat was signifi- 

cantly lower than the elite group. Most significant though was 

the overall more positive attitude of the elite units toward 

combat.  In every combat situation the elitists were significantly 

more willing to commit themselves than the others were. 

i    ■■ 

—CONCLUSIONS— 

"None love the messenger who brings bad news." 

—Sophocles, ANTIGONE 

The results of our research and preliminary analysis 

indicates that the transition to a volunteer Army is not really 

bad news, as some thought it would be.   The volunteer combat 

soldier in the Army today can be expected to perform as efficiently 

or somewhat better in combat as the draftee of the 1970fs. This 

argument can be supported when combat motivation is linked to such 

variables as: attitude toward the Array and toward the authority 

and the discipline structure, latent ideology, and the social, 

non-military influences. 

We also find that there is a diverse attitude among the 

volunteer soldiers and that he thinks out situations Independently, 

relying upon his own internalized value system rather than duck 

the issue or rely upon group opinion. For example, in abstract 

ideological situations such as stopping communism and protecting 

the free world, the positive support and commitment oi the volunteer 

soldier i*; equally as abstract and diluted. However, when given 

definitive political situations, foreign or domestic, his support 

increases. Lastly, on issues with overriding social implications 
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such as military tradition and the hair issue, his attitude becomes 

more in line with the prevailing civilian attitude. 

Our finding about the lack of understanding of the role 

of the American armed forces overseas as a stabilizing agent for 

the prevention of war is open for further argument. But this 

evident need should certainly be pursued further and if our hypothesis 

is valid, some sort of indoctrination program should be instituted 

in the units and military schools system. 

Lastly, we believe that beneath that veneer of cynicism 

lies a basically good soldier with a fundamental willingness to 

serve his country in the ultimate test of combat. That tendency 

is definitely there, what remains for all of us—especially at the 

unit level—is to cultivate and improve it. For to just have an 

Army that's better than the one wc had during the draft is not 

good enough. Our country has opted to pay for a professional force. 

Our job is to strive to make it a highly professional one. 

In closing, a word about the conceptual model we have 

used (Figure 1) as a framework for our research. We believe that 

this model is valid, as it depicts the internalized value system 

of the soldier and the external environmental variables that 

influence this system, the resultant attitude, and behavior of the 

soldier in combat. We have tried to offer evidence on the relevant 

variables in this node], now we commend the readers of this article 

to test this model in their own environment to see if they agree 

with thin  concept. 
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NOTES 

I. The voluntary Army was a major plank in Richard M. Nixon*a bid 
for the Presidency In 1968j followed by the Gates Commission study 
and an independent study by the Institute of Defense Analysis; plus 
the VOLAR (Voluntary Army) and MVA (Modem Volunteer Army) pilot 
projects. There were also several surveys conducted by HumRRO 
(Human Resources Research Organisation) just prior to the transition. 
Since the transition the Army Research Institute for the Behavioral 
& Social Sciencesf and the Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff for 
Personnel, Department of the Army, have been conducting field surveys 
among the volunteer soldiers. 

2» U.S. Army, Combat Developments Command, Personnel and Administra- 
tive Services Agency, Personnel Offensive (Fh.^.se I). September 1971, 
pp. 2-3. 

*•  -        & SSgi-TÜ St <,flattlc.3t«dies,,*' date unknown, p. 1. 
"Colonel du Picq felt that the human heart is the starting point 
for all tnatters pertaining to war . . # Especially pertinent is 
his recurring emphasis on the requirements for readiness—drill, 
training, military education, leadership, discipline, foresight— 
to provide unity and espirit to combatants prior to wartime." pp. 
1 and 4. 

4. Chcrles tf. Brcwn, Colonel, USA, The Behavior of Spldfcrs_ In 
Combat t    Vhv Hen Fly'it« pp. A»9. 

5. This does not Include the rany psychological writings that have 
been publifhed since Vforld War II. However, these studies are 
nr tented more on personality than social bchnvior. 

6. Refer W. Little, "Buddy Relations in CoirJbat," in The _ Kay .Military, 
ed. by Horris Janovits, pp# 7-29. 

7. Chttrles C. Moskor, Jr., Thn  /narIcan Thl isfcedjfo»n}  t:be Rank f*d 
Fjl«,«r .T^'av'PHiUTv»ty. pp~  lÜ-l'jG.        ~   .—      -..-.-.— 

R.    Froren t E. Rast end Ja wee E. Rosen«weJr, Or *■•* nl ? q.t U>% end rr v..-»r *» 
pent £ A f, • ■•:. >^J^}r. :r ';£&> *>• 251,    This model   is very ftl-riiar toT^it" 
and RoMr.veig^s aüuci on the "influences of behavior in a work 
sltuaticr.," 

9,    Th? roidlers sclented as the c^r.plc- wero nil  In a direct combat 
role (i.r*..   infentry-rr»n or tnnJ: crewman,    The assumption at thir 
point vast chat other r.oldlcrr»  In a wore  indirect ccvli; t role wo*»*<i 
have vvfy riJasilnr «Ltit'KJos, and the of tort  rhould be tHrtetod at 
thote irrige directly Influnnecü by the 1 ifC-Mid-death stress of combat. 

I»*'.    Th<< «litlet unit.»*, the ahvorno and rr.tv»/*r battalions, must be 
consl&r'.-d volunteers v.n top of volunteers.    Those junior enlist«-! 
sold it»*: vtrluftt vertu* tir;:t to ici.j  into tin> Atay and ♦  cond lht»y 
volunn-tTod ft*r tht»ro unity, vi>ic'i «re bot?, composed «utltcly ot 
voiuntrcrr  In the latter sen**  In the* junior enlisted grades. 
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11.    Those not used (9.2%) were rejected for Incompleteness or 
suspect as to the individual's true feelings«    For example» 
questionnaires found with obscenities such as MFTA" (a carryover 
term from Vietnam) vere eliminated« 

12«    U.S. Department of the Army, Office of the Deputy Chief of 
Staff for Personnel» Human Readiness Report No. 2. January 1975» 
tab Q» Question 62«    The ago distribution in our survey correlated 
with this Army-wide survey of over 11»000 junior enlisted men. 

13«    Ibid.» Tab Q» Question 19«    There was a significant difference 
in rank between our survey and the Army-wide survey» but this can 
be explained by the fact that the Army-wide survey Included basic 
and advanced trainees that had yet to be assigned to a unit. 

14. Ibid.» Tab 0, p. 0»i. In relation to the racial mix of junior 
enlisted men» E5 and below» Army-wide eur sample is not representa- 
tive» as indicated by the comparison below (also see App. A)j 

Our Survey 
HRR No. 2 

White 

54.5 
71.6 

Minority 

45.5 
26.4 

15, U.S. Office of Management and Budget» Social;Indicators, 1973; 
Selected Statistics on Social Conditions and Trends in the United 
States, p. 239. 

16, "Wien Someone Asks»*' Soldiers, June 1975» p. 61. 

17, National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice Standards 
and Goals» Co'nfmmitv.Cr!me Pre*vc>ntion, p«  163«    Although some might 
argue* that the quality of education among the blacks is lower» this 
is not  important because the theory throurftout the Army today is 
that there is a marked difference in the rate of disciplinary prob- 
lems between the hifji school graduate and the dropout—rogardic;;j of 
the quality of education« 

*••    ihHSn,JSS&3iiJ£PJLfofft*?&. r;°* X• TäD Q» Question 41» 40.    In the 
Armywitic» imrvey 61 percent vera satisfied to &oma degree, but only 
21 percent said they planned to rcenlict and 51 percent said they 
plantud to leave tho Army.    0^i*r 60 percent of the sama group were 
satlsf 1<"J with th' ir job which correlates vitli those in the same 
group r nt wert catlsficd with Army life. 

19«    GiarZe« C. Heckes» Jr,9 Tho A%orjcr.nD»1 i^tcdjvin» p. 208 &rd 
Robert  ii.  Smith» VMV Saldier* ir trtht« Chapter 14. 

20.    \*\{on, Reiitljrprr Roporr^., .2., Question 15» 50» 39» 23 and 
Eugent" ij.* brucker»""j^jnrj?^ in ' olttirrg At:t itudes, pp, 22-23*    The 
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recent Armywlde survey reveals thaz  in relation to 1970 soldier 
attitudes analyzed by Drucker» it has become more Important to 
most o* the volunteer soldiers (90 versus 77 percent) to have a 
good record in the Army, Armywlde, a majority (59 percent) of 
the soldiers accept authority and are willing to show unfailing obedi- 
ence and loyalty to their leaders. A slight majority (56 percent) 
also feel that military control and discipline in their unit Is about 
right. However, comparing this to Drucker*s 1970 data on draftees 
reveals a trend that slightly more soldiers today feel that disci- 
pline is too strict than the 1970 draftee. On the negative side, 
Army-wide, the volunteers lack faith in the promotion system as 
only 41 percent believe it is fair. 

21, James M. McFadden, Persuasion in Military Combat units« p. 25« 

22, ••Hair Rules Reflect Conservatism," Army Times, March 12, 1975, 

p. 13, 

**• Human Readiness Renort_Wo,. 2, Questions 52 £t 56, The Army 
wide survey questioned the volunteer soldiers on whether or not 
they thought a military career was special and demanded more 
dedication, and Implied that it was a "calling"—"truly a service" 
(the duty honor-country theme). In response, 59 percent agreed 
and 15 percent didn't know« A statement was also made to the same 
group that soldiers must be prepared to face hardships and die for 
their country, also implying that they should place country before 
self. In respvinre, slightly more than half (52 percent) agreed 
and 18 percent didn't know, 

24, MoakoSf Xfie,African Entisted Man, pp, 148*155• 

25» Human. Readfr;ras_.Report >>uV2, Question 2, The Army-vide 
survey also questioned the nved for a "strong Army." The response 
was well over 80 percent. with the majority agreeing strongly, 

26. Edvard A. Shiils and Morris Janowlts. "Cohesion and Disinte- 
gration of the VMU7HACHT in Vorld War 11," Fubll.c_Oplnlon 
fiuwrterly» Vol, 12, Summer 1940, p. 281, 

27. Moakos, Jp*> .African.., fi.llf.ted Han, p. 145, 

28. HvTanrMRc«;dJnr;.s jtejwrr.Eq.*,.?.t Questions 14, 10 & 3.    When 
voluntrTr coldicts were e&feeo'  in the Ar try wide survey if their 
unit would do a jr.ood Job in cobthet, slightly ivsi* than half 
(49 percent) thourM   it vou!.?:, vnil* 2C  percent v&rt not sure. 
The aare group wcu ciso a sited if n.ost of the tuen in their ut-.lt coul* 
be counted on to core through In ft pinch, and thoy i expended in «bout 
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the same manner (52 percent agreed end 27 percent were undecided). 
When asked if they thought the "guy" next to them cared what 
happened to them, only 44 percent felt the "guy" did and 20 percent 
were "not sure." 

29. Ibid., Question #35 and Drucker, Change« ,ln Soldters' Attitudes. 
p.  19.    Almost two-thirds of the Army-wide volunteer sample 
perceived that all or most of their unit officers knew their 
"stuff," which correlated closely with a 1970 survey.    A slight 
majority in the Army-wide survey also believed that their leaders 
cared about them and were concerned for their welfare, 

30. Little, Buddy Relations.In,Combat, pp.  14-20. 

31. ,.   yew York Uwes, March 4, 1975, p. 12. 

32. "California Poll Showa Antiwar Feeling Strong," Washington Post. 
May 25, 1975, p. A-9. 

33. U.S. Department of the Army, U.S. Arrcy Research  Institute for 
the Behavioral and Social  Sciences, What You Think Aboiit .the/.rr?y- 
III,  (A 1974 Survey), Question 75.    The car.ie question ^as asked  in 
the ARI survey.    A percentage comparison of the responses appears 
below; 

Brown 
& 

Moskos ARI 
Survey Survey 

Volunteer To Go                              347ÜT 24.4 
Go If Ordered                                  45.2 54.6 
Try To Get Out Of It                     13.6 11.7 
Refuse To Go                                       7.1 9.3 

N*                                     354 721 

34. Georgs Walton, Colonel, Retired, Thlejternished_gh?e 1d j A Kenort 
on To'^y; ft Ar*%* p. 1C9, and Et-ward L. KInj»» LTC,*Sctired", The.Jprtf.h 
ofJbh£ jJErLAJte^'C££2£$ PP«  £ß~29 and 227. 
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1.    AGE: 

APPENDIX A - AGE AND RANK 

AGE= 

ßrown & Moskos 
Survey - Apr 75 

(N=358) 

OVER 
17    18    19    20    21     21 

1.1   7.5  20.4  18.4  20.9   31.7 

a/ 
Human Readiness 
Report No. 2, 
Jan 75 
(N=14,410 Jr EM) 

6.1  14.5  21.5.  18.6  17.0 22.3 

Remarks: The larger number of 17 and 18 year olds in the 
Army-wide survey is because that survey includes soldiers in basic 
and advanced training that hadn't yet joined their first unit, wbere- 
as the soldiers in our survey had all completed this training. 

2. RANK 

RANK= 

Brown & Moskos Survey 
Apr 75 (N«358) 

WHRR NO. 2, Jan 75 
(N=8398) 

PVT 
El u E2 

PFC 
E3 

CP1/SP4 
E4 

15.9 

42.7 

38.5 

20.3 

40.2 

31.5 

SGT/SP5 
E5 

5.3 

5.4 

Remarks: The Sc»rne situation exists with rank in the two surveys 
as did with age and the same explanation applies. 

a/ Question //62. 

W Question #19. 



55.0 45.0 UNK 
51.7 42.5 5.8 

58.6 39.5 1.9 
53.3 36.7 10.0 

3.0 95.0 2.0 
9.3 80.2 10.5 

27.9 62.8 9.3 
22.0 59.3 18.7 

33.2 '63.4 3.4 N=2186 
34.2 54.5 11.3 N-  354 

APPENDIX B - RACE 

1. RACIAL COMPARISON - Actual to Sample, Brown & Moskos Survey, 
Apr 75.  (In Percent) 

BATTALIONS BLACK    WHITE    OTHER 

TANK: 
ACTUAL 
SAMPLE 

INFANTRY: 
ACTUAL 
SAMPLE 

RANGER: 
ACTUAL 
SAMPLE 

AIRBORNE INF: 
ACTUAL 
SAMPLE 

TOTAL; 
ACTUAL 
SAMPLE 

2.  RACIAL COMPARISON - Ariüy-wide Sample to our Sample (Brown & 
Moskos Survey, Apr 75-vs-lluman Readiness Report No. 2, Jan 75) 

W1JTTE       OTHER 

Brown & Moskos 54.5        45.5 

IIKK No. 2 «/ 71.6        28.4 

a/ Question £69. 

Remarks:  In relation lo the current racial mix of junior enlisted 
men in the Army-v/lnc nanplo, our sample and the racial population of 
the lour units surveyed is not representative.  This hij-h percentage 
of i:jf rorit ies~-m■ > in ly Mack:;—in our units is explained by the fact 
that two of the units, the infantry and tank halt a lions, were recruited 
locally.  St-vetit y-one percent of the .sample personnel from those units 
come f'*'u';j the southeast, wlnreas only V'j percent of the samp.U- from the 

elitist units co.;e from the southeast.  Also, there is an unusually 
small number *>; bfnrks in I he ranker batia I ion. 

25 
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APPENDIX C - EDUCATION BY RACE 
(Brown & Moskos Survey, Apr 75) 

EDUCATION 
NOT HIGH HIGH SCHOOL SOME COLLEGE GRAD 

RACE SCHOOL GRAD 

21.8 

GRAD COLLEGE 

12.6 

GRAD 

0 

STUDY 

0 

N* 

Black 65.5 119 

White 21.8 58.8 16.6 1.6 1.0 192 

Other 
Minorities 27.5 47.5 25.0 0 0 40 

TOTAL 22.5 59.8 16.2 0.0 0.6 351 

Remarks:  In the "other minorities" category, the Spanish-Americans 
were the most poorly educated, and the "other" races and American- 
Indians were the most highly educated. However, due to the small 
number in the sample no conclusions were drawn. 
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QUESTIONNAIRE 

CODE DATE 

THE BEHAVIOR OF THE AMERICAN SOLDIER IN COMBAT 

This questionnaire is part of a research project in which we are attempt- 
ing to learn about what motivates soldiers in combat. You are asked to 
complete this questionnaire» as your responses will provide us with vital 
information about what may, or may not, motivate the modern volunteer 
soldier in a combat situation. 

The identity of all persons answering this questionnaire will be kept 
absolutely confidential. This step is to protect your privacy so you are 
completely free to express your true feelings as frankly as possible—as 
getting your true feelings is most important. 

So, DO NOT PLACE YOUR NAME OR ANY OTHER IDENTIFYING MARKS ON THIS QUESTION- 
NAIRE. 

Once again, it is most important that you answer each question as thought- 
fully and frankly as possible. Take as much time as you need. This is 
not a test. Except for the questions about your background, there are no 
right or wrong answers. 

If you have any questions, or need clarification of a particular item, please 
ask the person administering the test, or raise your hand and they will gladly 
help you. 

THANK YOU FOR YOUR COOPERATION. 

This questionnaire is not to be shown to 
other persons or reproduced in any form 
without the specific permission of: 

Charles W. Brown 
U.S. Army War College 

or 
Charles C. Moskos, Jr. 
Northwestern University 
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HOW TO FILL OUT THE QUESTIONNAIRE. 

There are several types of questions in this questionnaire. EXAMPLES 
of the types you will encounter are listed below: 

FILL IN:  [EXAMPLE] 

The capital of Georgia is K^LMr f. . 

MULTIPLE CHOICE:  [EXAMPLE] 

The capital of Georgia is: 

(1) J<_ Atlanta 

(2)   Augusta 

(3)   Columbus 

(4)   Savanna 

SCALE OF AGREEMENT OR IMPORTANCE:  [EXAMPLE] 

Raquel Welch is a beautiful woman. 

(1) JC_ Strongly agree 

(2)   Agree 

(3)   undecided 

(A)   Disagree 

(5)   Strongly disagree        * 

In comparing the area you are currently living in with your home» how impor- 
tant are the following conditions: (Circle one number for each statement) 

(1) Climate 

(2) Recreational Areas 

(3) Living Conditions 

Not 
Excellent Good Important 

© 2 3 

1 © 3 

1 2 © 
NOTE THAT ONLY ONE RESPONSE SHOULD BE GIVEN TO EACH QUESTION, OR SUBQUESTION 
(AS IN THE CASE"T5F THEIOX TYPE QUESTION, ABOVE). 

Remember, if at any time you have a question don't hesitate to ask. 
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QUESTIONNAIRE 

BEGIN HERE. 

I. Background and Demographic Data 

1. What is your present age in years? 

(1)   17 years 

(2) __ 18 years 

(3)   19 years 

(4)   20 years 

(5)   21 years 

(6)   22-24 years 

(7)   Over 24 years 

2. What is your present rank? 

(1)   PVT 

(2)   PFC 

(3)   CPL/SP4 

(4)   SGT/SP5 

3. What is your Primary Military Occupational Specialty (MOS)? (Please 
specify) 

MOS- 

4, What is your current job? (Please specify) 

5. What did your mother think about your joining the Army? 

(1)   Strongly Approved 

(2)   Somewhat Approved 

(3)   Was neutral 
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5. (Continued) 

(4)   Somewhat Disapproved 

(5)   Strongly Disapproved 

(6)   Don't know, my mother was not consulted or is deceased. 

6. What is your race or ethnic group? 

(1)   American Indian    (4)   Spanish-American 

(2)   Black (5)   White 

(3)   Oriental-American   (6)   Other (Please specify) 

7. What was the highest grade of regular school you had completed before 
you first entered Active Service? 

(1)   Not a high school graduate 

(2) n  High school graduate 

(3)   Some college, but no college degree 

(4)   College degree 

(5)    Graduate study beyond the college 
bachelor's degree 

8. What is the highest grade in school completed by your father or male 
head of the household? If you are not sure give your best guess. 

(1)   I never lived with my father, and there was 
no head of the household 

(2)   Not a high school graduate 

(3) High school graduate 

(4) __ Some college, but no college degree 

(5)   College degree 

(6) __ Graduate study beyond the college 
bachelor 's degree 
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9. What do you consider your home state? (List) 

10. While you were growing up, what kind of a place did you live most 
of the time up to age 15 years? 

(1)   Rural area or farm 

(2)   Town or small city 

(3)   Suburban area near a large city 

(4)   Large city 

(5)   Military community 

(6)   Other (Pie se specify)   

[A] How important were the following in influencing you to volunteer for 
the Service: (Circle one number for each statement) 

Very Somewhat Not 
Important Important  Important 

11. The influence of my family — 1        2 3 

12. A chance to travel and get away 
from home  1        2 3 

13. Difficulty in getting a decent 
civilian job  1        2 3 

14. An opportunity to learn a skill 
and get an education — - — 1        2 3 

15. The combat arms bonus  1        2 3 

16. My friend(s) Joined and I 
wanted to be with him (them) 1        2 3 

17. To make the military a career- 12 3 

18. A chance to serve my country 1        2 3 
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[B] Listed below are some different areas of assignment* Indicate for 
each, if you were doing what you are doing now, how you would feel 
about being stationed in the various places. (Circle one number 
for each statement) 

Would prefer Would not make   Would 
any difference not prefer 

19. Closer to my home town 

20. Where 1 am now   

21. Somewhere else in the 
united States   

22. Overseas in Germany 

23. Overseas in Korea - 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

II. Motivation 

24. On the whole, how do you feel about Army life? 

(1)   Like it very much 

(2)   Like it somewhat 

(3)   Undecided 

(4)   Dislike it somewhat 

(5)   Dislike it very much 

25. The leaders in your squad and platoon depend too much upon threats or 
harrassment to get things done. 

(1)   Strongly agree 

(2)   Agree 

(3)   Undecided 

(4)   Disagree 

(5)   Strongly disagree 
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26. With the training you have received to date in the Army, you and j 
the members of your unit are ready to be deployed into combat. j 

1 
(1)  Strongly agree j 

•1 

(2)   Agree j 

(3)         Undecided jj 

(4)        Disagree 

(5) Strongly disagree 
i 

27. With the training you have received to date, you could not function j 
as well as a replacement in a unit already in combat as you could if you 
went into combat with your current unit. j 

(1)   Strongly agree 

(2)   Agree 

(3)   Undecided 

(4)  Disagree 

(5)   Strongly disagree 

28. The best friends I've ever made have been in the Army. 

(1) _   Strongly agree 

(2) _   Agree 

(3)   Undecided 

(4)   Disagree 

(5) Strongly disagree 

29.  1 would respect a fellow soldier in my unit who tried to get out of 
combat. 

(1)   Strongly agree 

(2)   Agree 

(3)   Undecided 

(4)   Disagree 

(5)   Strongly disagree 
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30. I would trust the members of my unit in combat. 

(1)   Strongly agree 

(2) __ Agree 

(3)   Undecided 

(4)   Disagree 

(5) Strongly disagree 

31. Suppose the Army needed people to go into combat. What do you think 
most of the fellow soldiers in your unit would do. 

(1) ._ They would definitely volunteer for combat duty. | 

(2)   They would go into combat if ordered. j 
| 

(3) ___ They would try to get out of combat duty. I 
i 

(4)   They would probably refuse combat duty. j 

32. Suppose the Army needed people like yourself to go into combat. What 
do you think you would do? 

(1)   Definitely volunteer for combat duty. 

(2)   Go into combat if ordered. 

(3)   Try to get out of combat duty. 

(4)   Probably refuse combat duty. 

33. If you had your choice, what type of unit would you prefer to go into 
combat with, if you had to go? (Don't base your choice on your current 
assignment, MOS, or any special training limitations) (Select only one.) 

(1)   Airborne 

(2)   Infantry 

(3)   Mechanized Infantry 

(4)   Ranger 

(5)   Special Forces 

(6)   Tank 

(7)   Other (Please specify)   
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[C] Listed below are some units made up of different kinds of people. 
Indicate for each, your preference if you had to go into combat 
with them: (Circle one number for each statement.) 

Would prefer  Would not  Would prefer 
to fight   make any   not to fight 

with them    difference  with them 

34. A unit composed of men from 
my high school     1 2 3 

35. A unit composed of men from 
my home area.     1 

36. A unit composed of men from 
my own race.   

37. A unit composed of men from 
a*l races and regions of the 
U.S.  

38. My present unit as it is   

1 

1 

2 

2 

2 

2 

3 

3 

3 

3 

[D] Imagine that you are in combat. Indicate how you feel about the fol- 
lowing statements concerning what you should do (your role) in combat: 
(Circle one number for each statement) 

Strongly 

-Afi 

Dis-  Strongly 

39. I must follow orders -   

40. I must protect my buddies— 

41. I must kill the enemy-   

42. I must try to stay alive, no 
matter what  

43. I must carry out my mission- 

44. I must get the enemy to 
surrender — - 

45. I must not risk the lives of 
innocent civilians   

46. X want to be awarded a medal 
for bravery or heroism   

4u< 

ee  Agree Undecided agree  Disagree 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 
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47. How many officers in your company are the kind you would want to 
serve under in combat? 

U)   All of them 

(2)   Most of them 

(3)   About half of them 

w   Few of them 

(5) None of them 

48.  How many NCO's in your company are the kind you would want to serve 
under in combat? 

(1)   All of them 

(2)   Most of them 

(3)   About half of them 

(4)   Few of them 

(5)   None of them 

[EJ Based upon what you have seen and heard since you joined the Army, 
how well do you think each of the following groups would perform in 
combat? (Circle one number for each group) 

Very Good    Good 

49. Senior officers - Major 
and above ---------- 

50. Junior officers - Captain 
and Lieutenant- ------- 

51. Senior NCO's - E9-E7   

52. Junior NCO's - E6-E5   

53. EM - E4 and below   

2 

2 

2 

2 

Poor 

3 

3 

3 

3 
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54. All in all, America Is still the best country in the world. 

(1)   Strongly agree 

(2)   Agree 

(3)   Undecided 

(4)   Disagree 

(5)   Strongly disagree 

[F] In comparing the United States with most other countries, rate how 
you feel about the following statements: (Circle one number for 
each statement) 

Strongly Dis-  Strongly 
Agree  Agree Undecided Agree Disagree 

55. The U.S. has more modern 
conveniences and a higher 
standard of living    1     2      3      4      5 

56. The U.S. has more political 
freedom.    1     2      3      4      5 

57* The U.S. offers more equal 
opportunities for advance- 
ment.     1     2      3      4      5 

58. The U.S. has lower religious 
values.    1     2      3      4      5 

59. The U.S. has less natural 
scenery and beauty. — -1     2      3      4      5 

60. In today's world, the United States should have the best trained and 
best equipped Armed Forces in the world. 

(1)   Strongly agree 

(2)   Agree 

(3)   Undecided 

(4)   Disagree 

(5) _ Strongly disagree 
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[G]    Indicate your feelings about the following statements as to whether 
or not they are legitimate reasons for the U.S. to be involved 
directly in a war.  (Circle one number for each statement) 

Strongly Dis-  Strongly 
Agree   Agree Undecided  agree Disagree 

61. To protect the free 
world 1      2      3       4      5 

62. To stop communism 1      2      3       4      5 

63. To protect the U.S. 1      2      3       4      5 

64. To protect my home and 
family 1      2      3       4      5 

65. Rather than have a draft, we should have a professional Army made up 
of volunteers. 

(1)   Strongly agree 

(2)   Agree 

(3)   Undecided 

(4)   Disagree 

(5)   Strongly disagree 

66. The U.S. is spending too much money on defense. 

(1)   Strongly agree 

(2)   Agree 

(3)   Undecided 

(4)   Disagree 

(5)   Strongly disagree 

10 
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67. The Army should try to maintain as many traditions as it can which 
make it different from civilian life. 

(D   Strongly agree 

(2)   Agree 

(3)   Undecided 

(4)  Disagree 

(5)   Strongly disagree 

68. The people of America, with their liberal attitudes, are too permissive. 

(1)   Strongly agree 

(2)   Agree 

(3)   Undecided 

(4)   Disagree 

(5)   Strongly disagree 

69. Haircut standards in the Army ought to be relaxed to conform more 
closely with civilian styles. 

(1)   Strongly agree 

(2)   Agree 

(3)   Undecided 

(4)   Disagree 

(5)   Strongly disagree 

70. If there were no Army regulations on haircuts, would your hair be: 

(D   A lot longer than it is now, 

(2)   A little longer than it is now. 

(3)   About the same as it is now. 

W   Shorter than it is now. 
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[H] Listed below are several different situations that the U.S. may be 
involved in in the future. Considering each one separately» what 
do you think most of the fellow soldiers in your unit would do? 
(Circle one number for each situation.) 

Would 
volunteer 

to go 

71. An invasion of the U.S. by 
a foreign enemy ------ 

72. An invasion of a U.S. ally 
in Western Europe—say, 
Germany. --------- 

73. An invasion of a U.S. ally 
in the Far East—say, Korea. 

74. An invasion of a U.S. ally 
in the Middle East—say, 
Israel.     

75. A civil war in an overseas 
country in which the govern- 
ment asked for American help. 

76. Rescuing American civilians 
who are in danger in an over- 
seas country.   

77. Rescuing American soldiers 
who are in danger in an over- 
seas country. ------- 

78. Protecting installations in 
an overseas country which are 
vital to America's economic 
needs—say, oil. — 

79. An overseas war in which the 
American people wholeheartedly 
support.   

80. An overseas war about which 
there is a lot of opposition 
at home. --------- 

Would go Would try to Would 
when   get out of, refuse 
ordered  but go if to go 

ordered 

2 

2 

3 

3 

4 

4 
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[I] Listed below are the same situations you saw in the previous ques- 
tion. Again, considering each one separately, what do you think 
you would do? (Circle one number for each statement.) 

Would   Would go Would try to Would 
volunteer   when   get out of, refuse 

to go    ordered  but go if to go 
ordered 

81. An invasion of the U.S. by 
a foreign enemy ------    l 

82. An invasion of a U.S. ally 
in Western Europe—say, Ger- 
many. _______    i 

83. An invasion of a U.S. ally 
in the Far East—say, Korea.   1 

84. An invasion of a U.S. ally 
in the Middle East—say, 
Israel. - — —     1 

85. A civil war in an overseas 
country in which the govern- 
ment asked for American help.  1 

86. Rescuing American civilians 
who are in danger in an over- 
seas country. -------    i 

87. Rescuing American soldiers 
who are in danger in an over- 
seas country. - -    1 

88. Protecting installations in 
an overseas country which are 
vital to America's economic 
needs—say, oil.- -----    1 

89. An overseas war in which the 
American people wholeheartedly 
support.     1 

90. An overseas war about which 
there is a lot of opposition 
at home.- - - — — - —    1 

3 

3 

4 

4 
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[J] Listed below are some situations in which soldiers in the United States 
might be involved. Indicate for each how you would probably feel about 
being sent on such a mission. (Circle one number for each situation) 

Would 
volunteer 

to go 

91. To put down a university 
campus riot.   

92. To restore law and order in 
a disaster area—say, a flood 

93. To take over from striking 
public workers—say, police, 
firemen, or garbage men  

94. To stop labor violence of 
strikers—say, automobile or 
steel workers.   

95. To stop violence of whites 
opposing efforts to integrate 
public institutions—say, 
schools.   

96. To stop violence of blacks 
threatening private property. 

97. To put down a race conflict 
in which blacks and whites 
are fighting each other. — 

98. To attack a band of revolu- 
tionaries. - —  

Would go Would try to Would 
when   get out of, refuse 
ordered  but go if to go 

ordered 

3 

3 

99. Compared to civilians who never served in the military, a combat soldier 
can be said to be more of a man. 

(1)   Strongly agree 

(2)   Agree 

(3)   Undecided 

(4)   Disagree 

(5)   Strongly disagree 
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100. The policy during the Vietnam war was that a soldier's tour of duty 
was 12 months unless he voluntarily extended. This policy caused problems 
because it created turmoil from a high personnel turnover rate and a gen- 
eral lack of combat experience in combat units. In the event of another 
war in which American soldiers are fighting, do you think this policy 
should continue, or should everyone remain for some longer period? 

(1)   Policy should be 6 months. 

(2)   Policy should be 12 months. 

(3)   Policy should be 18 months. 

(4)   Policy should be 2 years. 

(5)   Policy should be the duration of the war. 

III. Stress 

101. If you were ordered today to go into combat, how frightened do you 
think you would be? 

(1)   Not frightened at all 

(2)   Slightly frightened 

(3)   Moderately frightened 

(4)   Extremely frightened 

102. If you were sent into combat today, how easy or hard would it be 
for you to kill an enemy soldier? 

(1)   Very easy 

(2)   Somewhat easy 

(3)   undecided 

(4)  Somewhat hard 

(5)   Very hard 
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103. Suppose you were sent into combat and your unit was ordered not 
to fire any weapons until fired upon by the enemy, and even if you were 
fired upon you could only shoot back in self defense. What would you 
think of such a policy? 

(1)   Strongly agree 

(2)   Agree 

(3)   undecided 

(4)   Disagree 

(5)   Strongly disagree 

104. A soldier should not be required to go into combat if he feels the 
war is unjust. 

(1)   Strongly agree 

(2)   Agree 

(3)   Undecided 

(4)   Disagree 

(5)   Strongly disagree 

105. A soldier should have the right to disobey any order that he feels 
is Immoral, even in a combat situation. 

(1)   Strongly agree 

(2)   Agree 

(3) Undecided 

(4)   Disagree 

(5)   Strongly disagree 

106. Any soldier in a combat »one who intentionally kills innocent civil-* \ 
ians should be treated as a criminal. j 

(1)   Strongly agree 

(2)   Agree I 

(3)   undecided 

(4)   Disagree 

(5)   Strongly disagree 
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107. How religious are you? 

(1) Very religious 

(2)   Slightly religious 

(3)   Not religious 

(4)   I am an Atheist 

(5)   Other (Please specify) 

  THE END   

ONCE AGAIN, 

THANKS FOR YOUR COOPERATION 
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